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Little Failure A Memoir
JANUARY 8--Oprah Winfrey's been had. Three months ago, in what the talk show host termed a
"radical departure," Winfrey announced that "A Million Little Pieces," author James Frey's nonfiction
...
A Million Little Lies | The Smoking Gun
Known and Unknown: A Memoir is an autobiographical book by Donald Rumsfeld, an American
politician and businessman who served as Secretary of Defense from 1975 to 1977 and again from
2001 to 2006 (among many other positions). He published it through Penguin Group USA in
February 2011. It covers a variety of his experiences such as working as a Republican in the U.S.
House in the late-1960s ...
Known and Unknown: A Memoir - Wikipedia
NPR’s Book Concierge Our Guide To 2014’s Great Reads. by Nicole Cohen, David Eads, Rose
Friedman, Becky Lettenberger, Petra Mayer, Beth Novey and Christina Rees – Published December
3, 2014
Best Books of 2014 : NPR
What Happened [Hillary Rodham Clinton] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. A
TIME BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR AND NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK “In the past
What Happened: Hillary Rodham Clinton: 9781501175565 ...
No Easy Day: The Firsthand Account of the Mission that Killed Osama bin Laden (2012) is a military
memoir by a former member of the United States Naval Special Warfare Development Group
(DEVGRU) who participated in the mission that resulted in the death of Osama bin Laden.The book
was written by Matt Bissonnette under the pen name Mark Owen. It details Owen's career with
DEVGRU, including ...
No Easy Day - Wikipedia
“Chung’s search for her biological roots . . . has to be one of this year’s finest books, let alone
memoirs.” —The Washington Post “Deeply thoughtful and moving . . . a fiercely compelling pageturner.”
Nicole Chung
In Leslie Jamison’s new memoir The Recovering, she cites the great writers before her who’ve
battled alcoholism and addiction.Indeed, she’s hardly the first: Many celebrated authors have ...
Carrie Fisher, Augusten Burroughs, Leslie Jamison: 15 ...
To be 99 years old and still writing, in itself, merits acclaim. And a memoir by Justice John Paul
Stevens, whose almost 35-year tenure on the U.S. Supreme Court helped spur vast changes in ...
A new memoir at age 99: Justice John Paul Stevens is still ...
Smart people behaving badly; A new memoir details the sexual impropriety of a literary couple by
Robert Fulford (The National Post, 24 February 2009)Elena, the fourth and final wife of Edmund
Wilson, apparently a candidate for spousal sainthood, excused his drunken rages and frequent
infidelities by suggesting that he had invested all his discipline in writing and had nothing left for
the rest ...
Smart people behaving badly; A new memoir details the ...
William Zinsser, a longtime Scholar contributor and dear friend of the magazine, died earlier today.
He was 92. Zinsser was an extraordinary writer and teacher, whose popular blog on our website,
“Zinsser on Friday,” won a National Magazine Award in 2012. We encourage you to read one of our
...
How to Write a Memoir - The American Scholar
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Shop new, used, rare, and out-of-print books. Powell's is an independent bookstore based in
Portland, Oregon. Browse staff picks, author features, and more.
Powell’s Books | The World’s Largest Independent Bookstore
Journalist’s memoir traces jump from doomsday church to NY Orthodox Jewish mom An Israel study
abroad program led Angela Himsel to leave her fringe fundamentalist Christian faith, embrace ...
Journalist’s memoir traces jump from doomsday church to NY ...
Michael Brendan Dougherty's new memoir, 'My Father Left Me Ireland: An American Son’s Search
for Home,' is a compelling reflection on fatherhood and finding yourself by reclaiming your national
...
How Exploring His Irish Ancestry Taught Dougherty ...
Ex-cop Isaque Bagwan's memoir charts out Mumbai’s dark underbelly; The truth about emergency:
an old book makes a comeback with force; Sonali Dev’s 'The Bollywood Bride' is soon to become a
TV ...
Ex-cop Isaque Bagwan's memoir charts out Mumbai’s dark ...
4. Elizabeth Gilbert: Success, Failure and the Drive to Keep Creating Elizabeth Gilbert knows a thing
or two about failure. Publishers rejected the former diner waitress’s memoir Eat, Pray, Love ...
4 Motivating TED Talks to Help You Bounce Back From Failure
The former first lady’s long-awaited new memoir recounts with insight, candor and wit her family’s
trajectory from the Jim Crow South to Chicago’s South Side and her own improbable journey ...
Isabel Wilkerson on Michelle Obama’s ‘Becoming’ and the ...
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER In this candid and riveting memoir, for the first time ever, Nike
founder and board chairman Phil Knight shares the inside story of the company’s early days as an
intrepid start-up and its evolution into one of the world’s most iconic, game-changing, and
profitable brands.
Shoe Dog: A Memoir by the Creator of Nike by Phil Knight ...
"I am writing biography, not history, and the truth is that the most brilliant exploits often tell us
nothing of the virtues or vices of the men who performed them, while on the other hand a chance
remark or a joke may reveal far more of a man's character than the mere feat of winning battles in
which thousands fall, or of marshalling great armies, or laying siege to cities."
Writers and Editors - Memoir, biography, and corporate history
The birth of his son, Conor, in 1986, was a wake-up call for Eric Clapton: his drinking, resumed
during the breakup of both his marriage and his affair with the baby's mother, had to stop. Back in
...
Eric Clapton's Salvation Road | Vanity Fair
EXCLUSIVE: 'Putting that into words wasn't easy.' Patricia Arquette finally finishes her heartbreaking memoir which details the agony of losing her HIV positive, transgender activist sister
Alexis
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